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A NON-PRODUCT TYPE NON-SINGULAR TRANSFORMATION
WHICH SATISFIES KRIEGER’S PROPERTY A
RADU-B. MUNTEANU
Abstract. We show that there exists an ergodic non-singular transformation
which satisfies Krieger’s property A, but which is not of product type.
1. Introduction
Property A was introduced by Krieger [8] in order to show that there exist
ergodic non-singular transformations which are not orbit equivalent to any product
odometer. A non-singular transformation that is equivalent to a product odometer
is said to be of product type. Krieger [8], [9] showed that property A is an invariant
for orbit equivalence and that any product odometer of type III satisfies this
property. He also constructed an ergodic non-singular transformation of type III
that does not satisfies this property and therefore it is not of product type. We
recall that non-singular transformations of type IIIλ, λ 6= 0, are unique up to orbit
equivalence and they are of product type.
In order to characterize the ITPFI factors among AFD factors of type III0,
Connes and Woods [CW] introduced a property of ergodic flows called approximate
transitivity, or shortly, AT. They proved that, up to isomorphism, an AFD factor
of type III0 is ITPFI if and only its flow of weights is aperiodic and approximately
transitive. As any ITPFI factor is the Krieger factor of a product odometer, and
there is a bijective correspondence between the isomorphism classes of AFD factors
of type III0 and the orbit equivalence classes of ergodic non-singular transforma-
tions of type III0, their result says that an ergodic non-singular transformation of
type III0 is of product type if and only if its associated flow is aperiodic and AT.
In this paper we show that there exist an ergodic non-singular transformation
of type III0 and which is not of product type but satisfies property A. In this
way, we answer a question of Dooley and Hamachi [3]. In Section 2, we consider
the AFD factor that is not an ITPFI factor, studied by Giordano and Handelman
[6]. This factor can be realized as the factor associated to a countable measured
ergodic equivalence relation. We find an explicit non-singular transformation T of
type III0 which determines this equivalence relation up to orbit equivalence, and
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which, by [6], is not of product type. In Section 3, we show that T does not satisfy
Krieger’s property A.
2. Prelimnaries
Let (X,B, µ) be a Lebesgue space. A one to one bi-measurable mapping T : X →
X is non-singular if it preserves null sets. Furthermore, T is ergodic if T−1(A) = A
implies either µ(A) = 0 or µ(X \ A) = 0. For a non-singular transformation T , we
denote by [T ] the full group of T , that is the group of non-singular transformations S
defined by measurable integer valued functions n(x) as S(x) = T n(x). We recall that
T is said to be of type III if there is no σ-finite T -invariant measure ν equivalent
to µ. According to Krieger’s ratio set, the non-singular transformations of type III
are classified in subtypes IIIλ, 0 6 λ 6 1.
If T ′ is another non-singular transformation on a Lebesgue space (X ′,B′, µ′),
we say that T and T ′ are orbit equivalent if there exists a bi-measurable one
to one mapping S from X onto X ′ that carries µ-null sets onto µ′-null sets and
{S(T n(x));n ∈ Z} = {T ′n(S(x)), n ∈ Z} for µ-almost all x ∈ X .
For a sequence of positive integers (kn)n>1, we consider X =
∏
n>1{0, 1, . . . kn−
1} endowed with the product topology and the corresponding Borel structure. We
define T on X by
T (x)n =


0 if n < N(x)
xn + 1 if n = N(x)
xn if n > N(x).
where N(x) = min{n > 1 : xn < kn−1}. Note that T is a non-singular and ergodic
transformation. Such a transformation is called a product odometer on X .
A non-singular transformation is called of product type if it is orbit equiva-
lent to a product odometer. All product type non-singular transformation satisfies
Krieger’s Property A, which is defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. [8] A non-singular transformation T on (X,B, µ) is said to satisfy
Property A if there exist constants η, δ > 0 and a σ-finite measure ν ∼ µ such that
every set A of positive measure contains a measurable subset B of positive measure
and
lim sup
s→∞
ν(Kν,T (B, s, ζ)) > ηµ(B),
where
Kν,T (B, s, ζ) = {x ∈ B, ∃ γ ∈ [T ], γx ∈ B and
log
dµ ◦ γ
dµ
(x) ∈ (es−δ, es+δ) ∪ (−es+δ,−es−δ)}
In a natural way, a non-singular transformation T on (X,B, µ), can induce an
equivalence relation on X . This equivalence relation will be denoted RT and will
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be given by
(x, y) ∈ RT if and only if y = T
nx for some n ∈ Z
We immediately observe that RT is a measurable subset of X ×X , for any x ∈ X
the orbits RT (x) = {y ∈ X ; (x, y) ∈ RT } are countable and RT is non-singular in
the sense that the saturation of any set of measure zero has measure zero.
An equivalence relation R on the Lebesgue space (X,B, µ) with these properties
is called countable measured equivalence relation, [4]. R is ergodic if for every R-
invariant set, A ∈ B µ(A) = 0 or µ(X \ A) = 0. Clearly, T is ergodic if and
only if RT is ergodic. Two equivalence relations R and R
′ on (X,B, µ) resp. on
(X ′,B′, µ′) are called orbit equivalent if there exists a bi-measurable one to one
mapping S from X onto X ′ that carries µ-null sets onto µ′-null such that
T (S(x)) = R′(Sx) for µ-almost all x ∈ X.
Note that two non-singular transformations T and T ′ on (X,B, µ) and (X ′,B′, µ′)
respectively, are orbit equivalent if and only if RT and RT ′ are orbit equivalent.
We denote by M(X,R, µ) the von Neumann algebra associated to a countable
measured equivalence relationR as introduced by Feldman and Moore [5]. This von
Neumann algebra is factor if and only if R is ergodic. For T an ergodic non-singular
transformation on (X,B, µ), M(X,RT , µ) is called a Krieger factor.
3. Construction of a non-singular transformation T
Definition 3.1. (1) A Bratteli diagram D = (V,E) is a graph with a set of vertices
V and a set of edges E, with the following properties:
(i) V is the disjoint union of finite subsets Vn, n > 0;
(ii) E is the disjoint union of subsets En, n > 1, with each edge e ∈ En
connecting a vertex s(e) ∈ Vn with a vertex r(e) ∈ Vn+1;
(iii) For every vertex v ∈ V , there exist e ∈ E with s(e) = v;
(iv) For every vertex v ∈ V , except for v ∈ V0, there exist e ∈ E with r(e) = v.
For simplicity, we assume that V0 consists of a single vertex v0.
A path in D is defined as a sequence (ek) of edges with s(e1) ∈ V0, and, for
k > 2, s(ek) = r(ek−1). We denote by Ωn the space of paths of length n, and by Ω
the space of paths of infinite length. To each path of length n, f = (f1, f2, . . . fn),
we associate the set
Zf = {e ∈ Ω, ek = fk, 1 6 k 6 n}.
Such a set is called cylinder of length n. On Ω we consider the σ-algebra generated
by all cylinder sets.
An AF-measure µp on Ω is a measure determined by a system of transition
probabilities p (i.e. maps p : E → [0, 1] with p(e) > 0 and
∑
{e∈E,s(e)=v} p(e) = 1
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for every v ∈ V ) given by
µp(f) =
n∏
k=1
p(fk),
where f = (f1, f2, . . . fn) is a cylinder of length n.
The tail equivalence relation on Ω, denoted by RΩ, is defined defined by
eRΩf if and only if for some n, ek = fk for all k > n.
Remark that if µp is an AF-measure on the space of infinite paths of the Brat-
teli diagram B = (V,E), the tail equivalence RΩ on Ω is a countable measured
equivalence relation.
For n > 1, let kn = 1 + 5
n and ϕn(·) be the state on the the kn × kn matrices,
Mkn(C), given by ϕn(·) = tr(hn·), where hn is the diagonal matrix
diag
(
1
2
,
1
2 · 5n
,
1
2 · 5n
, · · · ,
1
2 · 5n
)
.
We consider the Araki-Woods factor of type III0, M = ⊗(Mkn(C), ϕn). For each
n > 1, let un = diag(1,−1,−1, ...,−1) and let α = ⊗Ad un be the resulting invo-
lutive automorphism of M . We denote by Mα the fixed point algebra, which is a
subfactor of index 2 of M . In [6], it is showed that Mα is not an ITPFI factor.
Note that the fixed point algebra Mα is an AFD factor and M can be written
explicitly as the weak closure of an increasing union of finite dimensional von Neu-
mann algebras Mn, n > 1. Let B = (V,E) be the Bratteli diagram corresponding
to ∪n>1Mn. We describe this Bratteli diagram using a slightly different notation
than in [6], which is more convenient in this paper.
We introduce the following notation. For n > 1, let Xn = {0, 1, . . . , 5
n}, Yn =
{0, 1}, and pin : Xn → Yn, given by
pin(0) = 0, pin(i) = 1 if i 6= 0.
The diagram has a single vertex v0,0 at level 0 and, for n > 1, there are two
vertices at level n indexed with vn,0 (left vertex at level n) and vn,1 (right vertex
at level n). Let Vn = {vn,0, vn,1}, for n > 1. There is an edge, indexed with
e00,0,1, from v0,0 to the vertex v1,0, and 5 edges from v0,0 to v1,1, indexed with
e10,1,1, . . . e
5
0,1,1. For n > 2, there exist an edge indexed with e
0
0,0,n, from vn−1,0
to vn,0, an edge indexed with e
0
1,1,n, from vn−1,1 to vn,1, 5
n edges indexed with
e10,1,n, . . . e
5n
0,1,n, from vn−1,0 to vn,1, and 5
n edges index with e11,0,n, . . . e
5n
1,0,n, from
vn−1,1 to vn,0. Let En be the set of edges going the from level n − 1 to the
level n. With the above notation, E1 = {e
0
0,0,n, e
1
0,1,n, . . . e
5
0,1,n} and, for n > 2,
En = {e
0
0,0,n, e
1
0,1,n, . . . e
5n
0,1,n, e
0
1,1,n, e
1
1,0,n, . . . e
5n
1,0,n}. E1 is the set of those e
x1
0,v1,1
for which x1 ∈ {1, 2, . . .5} if v1 = 1 and x1 = 0 if v1 = 0. For n > 2, we can
write En as the set of all e
xn
vn−1,vn,n
, where vn, vn−1 ∈ {0, 1} and xn ∈ Xn are
given as follows: xn ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5
n} if vn 6= vn−1, and xn = 0 if vn = vn−1.
Equivalently, E1 is the set of all e
x1
0,v1,1
, where v1 ∈ {0, 1}, x1 ∈ {1, 2, . . .5} are
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such that pi1(x1) = 0 (mod 2) and for n > 2, En is the set of all e
xn
vn−1,vn,n
, where
vn, vn−1 ∈ {0, 1}, xn ∈ Xn are such that vn − vn−1 = pin(xn) (mod 2). The paths
space of the diagram can be written as the subset of all elements in
∏
n>1En
of the form (ex10,v1,1, e
x2
v1,v2,2
, . . . , exnvn−1,vn,n, . . .), where pi1(x1) = v1 and pin(xn) =
vn − vn−1(mod 2) for n > 2. Hence, if Ω denotes the paths space of the Bratteli
diagram, then
Ω ={(ex10,v1,1, e
x2
v1,v2,2
, . . . , exnvn−1,vn,n, . . .), where xn ∈ Xn and
vn = pi1(x1) + pi2(x2) + · · ·+ pin(xn) (mod 2) for n > 1}.
Let RΩ be the tail equivalence relation on Ω. Two paths in Ω, (e
x1
0,v1,1
, ex2v1,v2,2, . . .
. . . , exnvn−1,vn,n, . . .) and (e
y1
0,u1,1
, e
y2
u1,u2,2
, . . . , eynun−1,un,n, . . .) are tail equivalent if and
only if
for some n > 1, xi = yi if i > n and
n∑
i=1
pii(xi)− pii(yi) = 0 (mod 2).
On E, we define the system p of transition probabilities given by
p1 : E1 → [0, 1] p1(e
0
0,0,1) =
1
2
, p1(e
i
0,1,1) =
1
2 · 5
, 1 6 i 6 5
and, for n > 2,
pn : En → [0, 1] pn(e
0
0,0,n) = pn(e
0
1,1,n) =
1
2
, pn(e
i
0,1,n) = pn(e
i
1,0,n) =
1
2 · 5n
, i 6= 0.
Let µp be the AF-measure on Ω0 defined by
µp(f) = p1(e
x1
0,v1,1
) · p2(e
x1
v1,v2,2
) · · · pn(e
xn
vn−1vn,n
),
where f is the cylinder set (ex10,v1,1, e
x1
v1,v2,2
, . . . , exnvn−1,vn,n) of length n (vi ∈ {0, 1},
and xi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 5
i} such that vn − vn−1 = pin(xn) (mod 2) for n > 1 and
pi1(x1) = v1). According to [6], we have that M
α ≃M(Ω,RΩ, µp).
For n > 1, we consider µn the measure on Xn defined as
µn(0) =
1
2
, µn(i) =
1
2 · 5n
1 6 i 6 5n.
Let X =
∏
n>1Xn endowed with the product measure µ = ⊗µn and let R be the
equivalence relation on X , given by:
xRy if for some n > 1, xi = yi for all i > n and
n∑
i=1
pii(xi)− pii(yi) = 0 (mod 2).
Further, we define S : Ω → X . For x = (ex10,v1,1, e
x2
v1,v2,2
, . . . , exnvn−1,vn,n, . . .) ∈ Ω,
we set Sx = (x1, x2, . . . , xn, . . .) ∈ X . We immediately observe that S is an orbit
equivalence between (Ω, µp,RΩ) and (X,µ,R). Moreover, µ ◦ S = µp.
Since R is hyperfinite, a striking result of Connes, Feldman and Weiss [2] says
that R is amenable and there exists a non-singular transformation T of X such
that, up to a null set, R = RT . Even though this will be enough to prove the main
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result of this paper, we can define explicitly such a non-singular transformation as
follows.
For µ-a.e. x ∈ X , let N(x) = min{i > 2 : xi < 5
i} < ∞ and ax ∈ {0, 1}
such that ax = pi1(x1) + pi2(x2) + · · ·+ piN(x)(xN(x))− 1 (mod 2). We can define a
non-singular transformation T on (X,µ) by setting, for almost all x ∈ X ,
T (x1, x1, . . . , xn, . . .) =


(x1 + 1, x2, . . . , xn, xn+1, . . .) if x1 ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
(a, 0, . . . , xN(x) + 1, xN(x)+1, . . .) if x1 ∈ {0, 5}.
Clearly, R(x) = RT (x) for almost all x ∈ X . Hence R is orbit equivalent to RT
and, consequently, RΩ and RT are orbit equivalent. T is an ergodic non-singular
transformation, sinceM ≃M(X,µ,RT ) is a factor of type III0. From [6], we have
that the associated flow of RT is not AT and therefore, by [1], it follows that T is
not of product type.
4. T has Krieger’s Propperty A
In this section, we show that the previously defined T has Krieger’s property A.
The cylinders sets in X are denoted as follows:
ZA = {x ∈ X ; (xi)i∈Γ ∈ A}, Γ ⊆ N
∗, A ⊆
∏
i∈Γ
Xi.
We define random variable aµ,j(x) on (X,µ) by setting,
aµ,j(x) = − logµj(xj), x ∈ X, j > 1.
First, we proof a technical result.
Lemma 4.1. Fix ξ > 0, I ∈ N∗, E ⊆ {v ∈
∏N
i=I+1Xi}, u ∈
∏I
i=1Xi and B ⊆ Zu
such that µ(B) > (1− ξ128 )µ(Zu) and µ(ZE) >
ξ
16 . Let E
0 = {v ∈ E : µ(B ∩Zv) >
3
4µ(Zu)µ(Zv). Then µ(ZE0) >
1
2µ(ZE).
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that µ(ZE0) 6
1
2µ(ZE). Then
µ(ZE−E0) >
1
2
µ(ZE).
If v ∈ E − E0 then µ(Zv ∩B) 6
3
4µ(Zu)µ(Zv). It follows that
µ(B ∩ ZE−E0) 6
3
4
µ(Zu)µ(ZE−E0).
Therefore
µ(ZE−E0 ∩ (Zu −B)) >
1
4
µ(Zu)µ(ZE−E0),
which implies
µ(Zu −B) > µ(ZE−E0 ∩ (Zu −B)) >
1
4
µ(Zu)µ(ZE−E0) >
ξ
128
µ(Zu).
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Hence
µ(Zu)(1 −
ξ
128
) > µ(B),
which is a contradiction. 
We can give now the proof of the main result.
Theorem 4.2. If T is the non-singular transformation defined in the previous
section, then T has Krieger’s property A.
Proof. The first part of the proof is similar to Krieger’s proof, [9], for a product
odometer. From [9], there exist sequences b(i) > 0, c(i) ∈ R, and 0 < β < 12 with
the following properties:
sup
i>1
bi =∞,(1)
µ{x ∈ X : |c(i) +
i∑
j=1
aµ,j(x)| 6 b(i)} > 1− 2β,(2)
µ{x ∈ X : c(i) +
i∑
j=1
aµ,j(x) > b(i)} > β,(3)
µ{x ∈ X : c(i) +
i∑
j=1
aµ,j(x) 6 −b(i)} > β.(4)
Let
ξ = min{β, 1− 2β}.
Using (1), we can choose a sequence i(k)k∈N such that
(5) lim
k→∞
b(i(k)) =∞
with the property that, as k →∞, the random variables
b(i(k))−1(c(i(k)) +
i(k)∑
j=1
aµ,j)
converge in distribution with a limit measure denoted by λ (by Helly’s Selection
Theorem, [B], Theorem 29.3). From (2), we obtain
(6) λ([−1, 1]) > ξ.
We choose ρ, |ρ| 6 1, such that
(7) λ
(
ρ−
1
2
, ρ+
1
2
)
>
ξ
3
.
Let A ⊆ X . There exists I ∈ N and u ∈
∏I
i=1Xi such that
µ(B) > (1 −
ξ
128
)µ(Zu),
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where B = A ∩ Zu. The random variables
(8) b(i(k))−1(c(i(k)) +
i(k)∑
j=I+1
ap,j)
also converge in distribution and the limit measure is also λ.
Let M > 1 such that
(9) eM−2 > (I + 1) log 5.
From (5) and (7), we can choose k ∈ N such that
b(i(k)) > eM+1,(10)
b(i(k)) > −4
I∑
j=1
min
x∈Xj
µj(x),(11)
and setting
Γ = {v ∈
i(k)∏
i=I+1
Xi : (ρ−
1
2
)b(i(k)) 6 c(i(k))−
i(k)∑
j=I+1
log µj(vj) 6 (ρ+
1
2
)b(i(k))},
we have
(12) µ(ZΓ) >
ξ
4
.
Let
Γ− = {v ∈
i(k)∏
i=I+1
Xi : c(i(k))−
i(k)∑
j=I+1
log µj(vj) 6 −
3
4
b(i(k))},
Γ+ = {v ∈
i(k)∏
i=I+1
Xi : c(i(k))−
i(k)∑
j=I+1
log µj(vj) >
3
4
b(i(k))}.
From (3), (4) and (11) we have
(13) µ(ZΓ−) > ξ µ(ZΓ+) > ξ.
Using Lemma 4.1, we find
(14) v− ∈ Γ− and v
+ ∈ Γ+,
such that
(15) µ(B ∩ Zv−) >
3
4
µ(Zu)µ(Zv−),
µ(B ∩ Zv+) >
3
4
µ(Zu)µ(Zv+).
For the remaining part of the proof we argue in a different manner than Krieger
did in the case of a product odometer.
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Assume that ρ > 0. We define:
V 0 = {v ∈
i(k)∏
j=I+1
Xi :
i(k)∑
j=I+1
pij(vj)− pij(v
−
j ) = 0 (mod 2)},
V 1 = {v ∈
i(k)∏
j=I+1
Xi :
i(k)∑
j=I+1
pij(vj)− pij(v
−
j ) = 1 (mod 2)},
and
(16) Ψ =

v ∈
i(k)∏
i=I+1
Xi : (ρ−
1
2
)b(i(k))− (I + 1) log 5 6
6 c(i(k))−
i(k)∑
j=I+1
logµj(vj) 6 (ρ+
1
2
)b(i(k)) + (I + 1) log 5

 .
Let
(17) s = log |c(i(k)) −
i(k)∑
j=I+1
logµj(v
−
j )|.
Since v− ∈ Γ−, we have:
(18) es >
3
4
b(i(k))
and from (10)
(19) s > M.
We will show that there exists a set E ⊆ Ψ ∩ V 0 such that µ(ZE) >
ξ
16 .
From (12), we have that µ(ZΓ) >
ξ
4 . Note that there are two possibilities:
Case I: If µ(ZΓ∩V 0) >
ξ
16 , we define E = Γ ∩ V
0 ⊆ ψ ∩ V 0.
Case II. If µ(ZΓ∩V 0) >
ξ
16 we have by (12) that µ(ZΓ∩V 1) >
3ξ
16 .
Without loss of generality, we assume that v− satisfies
i(k)∑
i=I+1
pii(v
−
i ) = 0 (mod 2)
(if
i(k)∑
i=I+1
pii(v
−
i ) = 1 (mod 2) we proceed in a similar way).
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We consider the following sets:
A00 = {v ∈ Γ; vI+1 = 0,
i(k)∑
i=I+2
pii(vi) = 0 (mod 2)},
A01 = {v ∈ Γ;piI+1(vI+1) = 1,
i(k)∑
i=I+2
pii(vi) = 0 (mod 2)},
A10 = {v ∈ Γ; vI+1 = 0,
i(k)∑
i=I+2
pii(vi) = 1 (mod 2)},
A11 = {v ∈ Γ;piI+1(vI+1) = 1,
i(k)∑
i=I+2
pii(vi) = 1 (mod 2)}.
and
B11 = {x ∈
i(k)∏
i=I+1
Xi; ∃v ∈ A
1
0 with vi = xi, i > I + 2, and xI+1 ∈ {1, . . . 5
I}}
B00 = {x ∈
i(k)∏
i=I+1
Xi; ∃v ∈ A
0
1 with vi = xi, for i > I + 2, and xI+1 = 0}
We immediately observe that
Γ ∩ V 0 = A00 ∪ A
1
1, Γ ∩ V
1 = A10 ∪A
0
1,
µ(ZB0
0
) > µ(ZA0
1
) and µ(ZB1
1
) > µ(ZA1
0
).
As µ(ZV 1∩Γ) >
3ξ
16 and µ(B
0
0 ∪B
1
1) > µ(A
1
0 ∪ A
0
1), we obtain
(20) µ(ZB0
0
∪B1
1
) >
3ξ
16
>
ξ
16
.
We claim that
(21) B00 ∪B
1
1 ⊆ Ψ.
First, we show that B00 ⊆ Ψ. Let x ∈ B
1
1 . From the way B
1
1 has been defined, we
have that xI+1 ∈ {1, 2, . . .5
I} and there exists v ∈ A10 with vi = xi, for i > I + 2.
As v ∈ A10 ⊆ Γ and
i(k)∑
i=I+1
(logµi(xi)− logµi(vi)) = logµI+1(xI+1)− logµI+1(vI+1)
= − log
1
2
+ log
1
2 · 5I+1
= −(I + 1) log 5,
it follows that x ∈ Ψ. Since
i(k)∑
j=I+1
pij(xj) − pij(v
−
j ) = 0 (mod 2), it follows that
x ∈ V 0. Similarly, if x ∈ B00 we have x ∈ Ψ ∩ V
0.
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We define E = B00 ∪ B
0
0 . From (20) and (21), it results that E ⊆ Ψ ∩ V
0 and
µ(ZE) >
ξ
16 .
Hence, in both cases, we showed that we can find E ⊆ Ψ∩V 0 such that µ(ZE) >
ξ
16 .
From Lemma 4.1, we obtain that there exists E0 ⊆ E such that
µ(ZE0) >
ξ
32
,
(22) µ(B ∩ Zv) >
3
4
µ(Zu)µ(Zv) for all v ∈ E
0.
Let v ∈ E0. Since
i(k)∑
i=I+1
pii(vi)− pii(v
−
i ) = 0 (mod 2), there exists Sv ∈ [T ] such
that
Sv : Zu ∩ Zv− → Zu ∩ Zv
(Svx)j = xj , j > i(k).
From (15) and (22) we have
(23) µ(B ∩ Zv ∩ Sv(B ∩ Zv−)) >
1
2
µ(Zu)µ(Zv), for all v ∈ E
0
We want to prove that
(24) B ∩ Zv ∩ Sv(B ∩ Zv−) ⊆ Kµ,T (B, s, 3) for all v ∈ E
0
First we show that for v ∈ E0,
(25) | log(
∑
I<j6i(k)
(logµj(vj)− logµj(v
−
j ))) − s| < 3.
In order to prove (25), from (9), (16), (17), (18) and (19), we have
i(k)∑
j=I+1
logµj(v
−
j )− logµj(vj) = c(i(k))−
i(k)∑
j=I+1
logµj(vj) + e
s
6 (ρ+
1
2
)b(i(k)) + es + (I + 1) log 5 6 es+2 + (I + 1) log 5 < es+3.
From (9), (16), (17), (18), (19), and the fact that ρ > 0, we have
i(k)∑
j=I+1
(log µj(v
−
j )− logµj(vj)) = c(i(k))−
i(k)∑
j=I+1
logµj(vj) + e
s
> (ρ−
1
2
)b(i(k)) + es − (I + 1) log 5 > es −
2
3
es − (I + 1) log 5
>
1
3
es − (I + 1) log 5 > es−3
So, from (23) and (24) we conclude that:
µ(Kµ,T (B, s, 3)) >
1
2
µ(Zu)
ξ
32
>
ξ
64
µ(B)
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If ρ 6 0 we proceed in a similar way with v+ instead of v−. Hence T has Krieger’s
property A. 
Therefore, we have
Corollary 4.3. There exist ergodic non-singular transformations of non-product
type which satisfy Krieger’s property A.
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